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Propositions belonging to the Dissertation
DESIGNED TO SERVE: SOCIAL ROBOTS IN VALUE NETWORKS
by Martina Čaić
1. Social robots in services are automated technologies that co-create
value with humans through mastering or mimicking human-like warmth
and competence. [This dissertation]
2. To integrate into human society, which thrives on social interactions,
robots must be endowed with social value propositions leveraging
both affective and cognitive resources. [This dissertation]
3. Value network visualizations depict service beneficiaries’ mental
models of actor constellations and their value co-creating/codestroying dynamics for a service. [This dissertation]
4. Network-conscious service design does not only evaluate potential
futures with respect to one actor but also reflects on consequences of
service innovations for other actors in the network. [This dissertation]
5. My dear Miss Glory, Robots are not people. They are mechanically
more perfect than we are, they have an astounding intellectual
capacity, but they have no soul. [Karel Čapek]
6. We humans have a love-hate relationship with our technology. We
love each new advance and we hate how fast our world is changing...
The robots really embody that love-hate relationship we have with
technology. [Daniel H. Wilson]
7. Good design begins with honesty, asks tough questions, comes from
collaboration and from trusting your intuition. [Freeman Thomas]
8. You may think of me as a 'Robot-girl', but I like to think of myself as being
on 'TEAM ELDERLY'.
9. To design technologies that resonate with human values we first need
to understand human values profoundly.
10. If you’d like to understand me, let me express myself visually.

